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ABSTRACT
One crucial task in intelligent transportation systems is estimating

the duration of a potential trip given the origin location, destination

location as well as the departure time. Most existing approaches

for travel time estimation assume that the route of the trip is given,

which does not hold in real-world applications since the route can

be dynamically changed due to traffic conditions, user preferences,

etc. As inferring the path from the origin and the destination can

be time-consuming and nevertheless error-prone, it is desirable

to perform origin-destination travel time estimation, which aims

to predict the travel time without online route information. This

problem is challenging mainly due to its limited amount of infor-

mation available and the complicated spatiotemporal dependency.

In this paper, we propose a MUlti-task Representation learning

model for Arrival Time estimation (MURAT). This model produces

meaningful representation that preserves various trip properties

in the real-world and at the same time leverages the underlying

road network and the spatiotemporal prior knowledge. Further-

more, we propose a multi-task learning framework to utilize the

path information of historical trips during the training phase which

boosts the performance. Experimental results on two large-scale

real-world datasets show that the proposed approach achieves clear

improvements over state-of-the-art methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time estimation of vehicle travel time is essential for route

planning [20], ride-sharing [1] and vehicle dispatching [34]. Most

existing approaches [14, 29, 31, 33] for travel time estimation as-

sume the availability of the actual route, while in online services

only the origin and the destination are given before a trip. One solu-

tion is to first infer the most likely path, such as the time dependent

fastest path [8], and then to estimate its travel time. However, this

approach introduces expensive computations in the route planning

step, making path-based approaches less practical for fast online

travel time estimation services. Besides, this path-based approach

heavily depends on the route planning, and its performance suf-

fers when the actual path deviates from the predicted one due to

changing traffic conditions and different user preferences.

The recent advance in addressing this problem is to perform

origin-destination (OD) travel time estimation [16, 32], which aims

to estimate the travel time without the actual route. Several major

challenges exist in the OD travel time estimation problem. First,

because of the absence of path information, only limited raw input

features, i.e., the origin, the destination and the departure time, re-

main available for online prediction. Besides, these raw features are

usually hard to utilize for a model, e.g., it is non-trivial to measure

the similarity or road network distance between two roads based

on their latitudes/longitudes. Thus, to deal with the insufficiency

of the information provided by raw features, it is desirable to learn

a feature representation that utilizes the rich information from the

underlying road network structure and the spatiotemporal prop-

erties of the problem. To the best of our knowledge, all existing

works make a straightforward use of raw features to build mod-

els, and very limited attention has been paid to finding a proper

representation for transportation problems, especially for travel

time estimation. In [32], Wang et al. propose a nearest neighbor

based method, which estimates the trip duration by averaging the

scaled travel times of all historical trips with similar origins and

destinations. However, this non-parametric approach is hard to

generalize to cases in which no or very limited number of neigh-

bors are available. In [16], Jindal et al. propose ST-NN, a multi-layer

feed-forward neural network for travel time estimation. ST-NN first

takes as input the discretized latitudes and longitudes of the origin

and destination to predict the travel distance and then combines this

prediction with the time information to estimate the trip duration.
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One common limitation of these approaches is that the underly-

ing road network structure and the spatiotemporal properties are

largely overlooked.

In this paper, we propose a novel solution for the OD travel time

estimation problem. It learns better representations from limited

raw features, leveraging the road network structure and spatiotem-

poral prior knowledge. Specifically, we model the underlying road

network as a graph of links/roads and learn representation for each

link considering the road network topology. Besides, to enforce

the spatiotemporal smoothness prior on the learned representa-

tions, i.e., timestamps/locations that are close to each other should

have similar representations, we construct the spatial and tem-

poral graphs and utilize graph Laplacian regularization on those

constructed graphs. Moreover, to learn more meaningful repre-

sentations, we enforce the learned representations not only being

optimized for estimating the travel time, but also capturing various

path information. Specifically, we propose a multi-task learning

framework which models various trip properties, e.g., the distance,

the number of traveled road segments, as additional tasks during

the training process. This framework not only produces more mean-

ingful representations, but also boosts the learning performance.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follow:

• We propose a novel representation learning framework for

the origin-destination travel time estimation problem.

• We propose approaches to leverage the underlying road

network structure as well as the spatiotemporal smoothness

prior to deal with the insufficiency of the input information.

• We propose a multi-task learning approach to utilize the path

information in the training phase to learn more meaningful

representations, which boosts the learning performance.

• We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world large-

scale trip datasets. The proposed approach clearly outper-

forms state-of-the-art methods for OD travel time estimation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we dis-

cuss related work. We define the problem in Section 3, and present

the proposed multi-task representation model in Section 4. In Sec-

tion 5, we discuss experiment results and Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Travel Time Estimation
There are mainly two types of approaches for travel time esti-

mation: path-based method and origin-destination based method.

Path-based methods require the route information to generate a pre-

diction while origin-destination based methods are able to predict

the travel time without route information.

Path-based travel time estimation. A straightforward approach is

to first estimate the travel time on individual links and then sum

up all the link travel times in the given path. The travel time of

each link can be estimated using loop detector data [2, 15, 27, 31]

or floating car data [9, 14, 33]. However, this method fails to con-

sider the transition times between links, e.g., traffic lights, left/right

turns. In [13, 19], the authors propose a method that considers the

time spent on intersections, and in [29], Rahmani et al. propose to

concatenate sub-paths to achieve more accurate travel time esti-

mation. In [33], Wang et al. further improve this sub-path based

method by first mining frequent patterns [30] and then finding the

optimal way to concatenate frequent paths that balance the length

and the support. The main drawback of the path-based methods is

that they require estimating the path which is time consuming and

error-prone.

OD travel time estimation. To mitigate this issue, recently a few

works start investigating the Origin-Destination (OD) travel time

estimation. In [32], the authors design a nearest neighbor based

method for OD travel time estimation. This approach estimates the

trip duration by averaging the scaled travel times of all historical

trips with a similar origin, destination and time of the day. In [16],

the authors propose the ST-NN, a multi-layer feed-forward neural

network for travel time estimation. ST-NN first predicts the travel

distance given an origin and a destination and then combines this

prediction with the time information to estimate the travel time.

One drawback of these methods is that the underlying road net-

work structure, as well as the spatiotemporal property are largely

overlooked. In this paper, we propose an approach to leverage the

topological information as well as the spatiotemporal prior knowl-

edge for OD travel time estimation. In Section 5, we will compare

the proposed approach with these approaches as baselines.

2.2 Representation Learning
The performance of machine learning models heavily depends on

the choice of data representation [6]. Representation Learning aims

to learn representations from data that make it easier to extract

useful information for various tasks. An overview of representation

learning is available in [6]. In the case of OD travel time estima-

tion, we want to learn representations from the raw trip data, the

underlying road network structure as well as the spatiotemporal

property. One benefit of explicitly dealing with representations is

that we can conveniently express many general priors about the

task. Specifically, in this paper we exploit the following priors in

learning interpretable representations for travel time estimation.

Spatial and temporal smoothness. Consecutive or spatially nearby
observations tend to be associated with the similar values. This

prior was first introduced by Becker & Hinton in [4], and it can be

enforced by penalizing changes in values over time or space. In [24],

the authors apply the temporal smoothness prior to video modeling,

and in [3], graph Laplacian is used to enforce spatial smoothness.

In this work, we enforce this prior to the representation of links

and spatiotemporal factors using unsupervised graph embedding

and graph Laplacian regularization.

Shared factors across tasks. Many tasks of interest are explained

by factors that are shared with other tasks [6]. By jointly optimizing

several related tasks, we can learn representations that capture

underlying factors, and achieve better empirical results. In this

paper, we exploit this prior by jointly learning travel time estimation

as well as many other related real-world tasks that potentially share

common factors, e.g., predicting the travel distance and the number

of road segments in the path.
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Figure 1: The systemarchitecture of the proposedmulti-task
representation learning model (MURAT) for travel time es-
timation. The model first embeds the raw link information
and spatiotemporal information into the learned spaces.
Then the learned representations together with other nu-
merical features are fed into a deep residual network which
is jointly trained using supervised signals from multiple re-
lated tasks.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Definition 3.1 (Path). A path P is defined as a sequence of GPS

observations. Each observation consists of the location, i.e., (latitude,

longitude), and the time.

Definition 3.2 (Trip). A trip x (i) = (o(i),d(i), t (i), τ (i), P (i)) is de-

fined as a tuple with five components where o(i) denotes the origin

location, d(i) denotes the destination, t (i) denotes the departure

time, τ (i) denotes the duration and P (i) represents the correspond-
ing path of this trip.

Then, the historical trip dataset with N trips can be represented

as a set of trips X = {x (i) |i = 1, 2, · · ·N }.

Definition 3.3 (Road Network). The underlying road network can

be represented as an undirected graph of links/roads G = (V ,A)
whereV is the set of vertices representing links in the road network,

while A denotes the connectivity among links, Ai j is 1 if and only

if link i and link j are directly connected.

Problem 1 (OD Travel Time Estimation). Given an origin,
destination and departure time, our goal is to estimate the duration
using the set of historical trip dataset X as well as the underlying
road network G.

This problem is challenging because of (1) the complicated spa-

tiotemporal dependency in the underlying road network and (2) the

limited amount of available information when performing on-line

prediction. In the following section, we describe the proposed multi-

task representation learning model to deal with these challenges.

4 PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we introduce the proposed model, i.e., MURAT,

to learn the representation for the origin-destination travel time

estimation problem. First, we describe the approach to incorporate

the underlying road network structure into the model. Then we

show how to integrate spatiotemporal prior knowledge into the

representation learning process. Finally, we introduce the proposed

multi-task representation learning framework.

4.1 Representation Learning for Road Network
Travel time is strongly affected by the underlying road network

structure. For example, two nearby locations in the opposite direc-

tions of the highway might have significantly different travel times

with regards to the same destination. This is because of the restric-

tion imposed by the underlying road network, preventing vehicles

from moving freely in the Euclidean space. Thus, it is desirable to

incorporate the road network structure into the learning process.

One method is to identify the corresponding link of the location.

The intuition is that nearby locations on the same link will have

similar travel times with regards to the same destination. Note that,

in the previous example, those two nearby locations in the opposite

directions will reside on different links.

Given a location, we can easily match it with a link in the under-

lying road network using map-matching [23]. One potential way of

representing the link information is to feed the link identifier either

as a numerical feature or a one-hot encoded categorical feature.

However, these methods fail to capture the network structure as

each link is defined and learned independently. One alternative is

to use unsupervised graph embedding approaches, e.g., Laplacian

Eigenmap [5], DeepWalk [26], to learn a representation for each

link. While these representations preserve similarities defined on

the graph, it is hard for them to utilize task specific supervised

signals.

Graph Laplacian Regularization. Several approaches can be used

to tackle this problem. One way is to use the combination of the

supervised loss and the unsupervised one as the objective. Follow-

ing the practice in [5], we add the graph Laplacian as an additional

unsupervised loss. Specifically, this loss serves as a regularizer

that encourages adjacent links to have similar representations. Let

G = (V ,A) denotes the undirected link graph, the graph Laplacian

can be represented as L = D −A where D = diag(A1) is the diag-
onal degree matrix, and 1 ∈ R |V | denotes the all one vector. Let
E ∈ R |V |×dl denotes the link embedding matrix, with Ei , : ∈ Rdl

corresponds to the representation of the vertex vi . Let ℓ denote the

supervised loss function, e.g., the mean absolute error for the travel

time, then we have the following objective function:

˜ℓ = ℓ + αTr(EᵀLE) = ℓ + α
∑
i , j

Ai j ∥Ei , : − Ej , :∥
2

(1)

where α is the parameter to control the strength of the regular-

ization. One drawback of this approach is that for large graphs

with millions of edges, e.g., the trip dataset in Beijing used in this

work, this objective can become too costly to optimize as in each

training step we have to calculate the large matrix multiplication

and possibly the corresponding gradients.
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Figure 2: Distribution of distances between links calculated
based on the Deepwalk embedding.
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Figure 3: Graph-based regularization for spatiotemporal de-
pendencies.

Unsupervised Pre-training. Inspired by the well-known practice

of unsupervised pre-training [10] in which researchers used the

pre-trained stacked restricted Boltzman machine to initialize a su-

pervised classification deep neural network, we find a more efficient

approach that achieves similar performance. Specifically, we first

learn a representation of each link based on unsupervised graph

embedding techniques, e.g., [5, 26], and then we use the learned

representation as the initialization of the link embedding which

will be fine-tuned later based on supervised signals. The question

of why unsupervised pre-training could be helpful was extensively

studied in [10] which tries to explain this phenomenon from the

perspective of regularization effect and the optimization effect. Fig-

ure 2 shows the distribution of distances calculated based on the

DeepWalk embedding. We observe that the L2 distance between
embeddings of neighborhood links are much smaller than that of

two random links. We hypothesize that this initialization has a

similar effect to the graph Laplacian regularizer.

4.2 Spatiotemporal Representation Learning
Besides the road network structure, another important aspect of

learning the representation is our prior knowledge of the spatial

and temporal domain, e.g., the spatiotemporal smoothness, the

periodicity and recurring nature of traffic. We integrate this prior

knowledge by constructing the spatial graph and the temporal

graphs in the embedding space.

Figure 3a shows an example of the spatial graph. Each node

represents an equal-sized grid/region, and a node is connected to

adjacent ones, i.e., nearby regions. Figure 3b shows an example of

the temporal graph which aims to model the temporal smoothness

as well as the weekly periodicity. In Figure 3b, each node, repre-

senting a 5 minutes time interval, is connected to its two adjacent

neighbors and its counterparts at the same time of the week. In both

the spatial and temporal graphs, each node is embedded as a fixed

length vector, then we enforce the spatiotemporal smoothness prior

and periodicity by applying the graph Laplacian regularization over

these embedding vectors.

Besides, we use distributed representations for both the spatial

and the temporal embeddings. For the spatial representation, the

embedding of a node, i.e., a spatial grid, is represented as the con-

catenation of the embeddings of its latitude and longitude, while

for the temporal representation, the node i.e., a temporal interval, is

represented as the concatenation of the embedding of “time in day”

and “day in week”. Compared to representing each location/time

interval separately, this distributed representation has the follow-

ing main advantages: (1) fewer number of parameters, e.g., from

O(#grids) toO(
√
#grids) for spatial representations, and (2) by shar-

ing embeddings, it implicitly imposes the priors that locations in

the same latitude /longitude, and intervals at the same time of the

day or day of the week should have similar representations.

In addition to the road network structure and the spatiotempo-

ral prior knowledge, we further enforce the model to learn more

meaningful representations leveraging the path information avail-

able during the training period. This leads to the proposal of the

multi-task representation learning framework.

4.3 Multi-task Representation Learning
Instead of using the path information as extra input features which

are not available during testing, we extract various summaries

from the path, e.g., the travel distance, the number of links in the

trip, the number of traffic lights and the number of turns, and use

them as auxiliary tasks to be predicted. Specifically, a multi-task

learning framework is proposed to jointly learn the main task,

i.e., predicting the travel time, as well as various auxiliary tasks,

i.e., predicting different path summaries. We use a hard parameter

sharing framework where different tasks sharing most part of the

model except for having a dedicated output layer for each task.

Suppose, ŷ(i) denotes the prediction,and ℓk (ŷ
(i),y(i)) denotes

the loss function of the kth task. The final learning objective is

defined as a function of the individual loss functions.

ℓ(ŷ(i),y(i)) = fℓ(
[
ℓ1(ŷ

(i),y(i)), · · · , ℓk (ŷ
(i),y(i))

]
) (2)

For example, the function fℓ can be the weighted sum function,

the maximum function or other suitable aggregation functions. In

the experiment, we use the weighted combination of the losses of

all tasks, with the corresponding weights as hyperparameters.

To map the learned representations to target tasks, we use deep

residual networks [12] with pre-activation which empirically offers

better results than deep feed forward neural networks.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the model and Algorithm 1

gives an overview of the learning process. We first initialize the

link embedding network with unsupervised graph embedding, e.g.,

DeepWalk, learned on the link graph GL and initialize the spa-

tial/temporal embedding networks with Gaussian random noise. In
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Algorithm 1: Multi-task Representation Learning (MURAT)

Data: Link graph GL , Spatial graph GS , temporal graph GT
Result: Learned representations: EL , ES , ET
begin

EL ← GraphEmbed(GL) // Unsupervised pre-training

ES , ET ← N(0, 1)

for i ← 1 · · ·N do
L(i) ← []

x (i),y(i) ← sample(data, i)

EL,x (i ) ← Embed(EL ,x
(i)) // Link embedding

ES ,x (i ) ← Embed(ES ,x
(i)) // Spatial embedding

ET ,x (i ) ← Embed(ET ,x
(i)) // Temporal embedding

ŷ(i) ← ResNet(Θ,
[
EL,x (i ) , ES ,x (i ) , ET ,x (i )

]
)

// Aggregate losses from multiple tasks

for k ← 1 · · ·K do
L(i) ←

[
L(i), ℓk (ŷ

(i),y(i))
]

end
ℓ(i) ← fℓ(L

(i)) + λS ℓGS (ES ) + λT ℓGT (ET )

EL , ES , ET ,Θ← AdamOpt(
[
EL , ES , ET ,Θ

]
, ℓ(i))

end
return EL , ES , ET

end

the training process, for each sample x (i), we embed its link infor-

mation, spatial and temporal information into the learned spaces,

i.e., EL,x (i ) , ES ,x (i ) , and ET ,x (i ) . Then the embedded representation

together with other numerical features are fed as input into a deep

residual network parameterized by Θ which generates the predic-

tion for all tasks. The objective is defined as the aggregated loss

from multiple tasks as well as the graph Laplacian regularizers for

the spatial and the temporal graphs. Finally, the embeddings, as

well as the weights of the residual network, are jointly optimized

using the Adam Optimizer [18].

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Dataset

BJS-Pickup. This dataset contains 61.4 millions of pickup trips

in Beijing from May 1st 2017 to Oct 31st 2017 collected by Didi

Chuxing. Each pickup trip contains source, destination, departure

time, travel time and the path. We extract various path summaries

including travel distance, number of roads, number of lights, turns,

as auxiliary tasks. For data split, we use the data from May 1st

2017 to Oct 16th 2017 for training, data from Oct 17th 2017 to

Oct 23th 2017 as validation, and the data from Oct 24th 2017 to

Oct 31st 2017 is used for testing. For the road network, we use a

commercial map of Beijing provided by Didi Chuxing from which

we build the link graph based on the link connectivity information.

Mapmatching [21] is used to get the corresponding link information

for each location.

BJS-Small. We also extract a subset of the BJS-Pickup dataset,

i.e., BJS-Small, for ablation study. It contains the 4.8 millions of trips

Table 1: Datasets used in the experiments.

Name BJS-Pickup BJS-Small NYC-Trip

# Samples 61.4M 4.8M 21.9M

Avg. trip time 191s 335s 660s

# Links 1.1M 30K 73K

(a) Spatial distribution of NYC
taxi trips.

(b) Travel time distribution of
NYC taxi trips.

(c) Spatial distribution of Bei-
jing pickup trips.

(d) Travel time distribution of
Beijing pickup trips.

Figure 4: Data Statistics. BJS-Pickup contains trips that have
smaller duration but broader spatial distribution than NYC-
Trip.

in the right central part of the downtown area in Beijing which is

more congested and more challenging for travel time estimation.

NYC-Trip. To compare with existing approaches, we also conduct

experiments on a publicly available dataset processed by [32], which

contains 21.9millions of taxi trips collected fromNov 1st 2013 toDec

31st 2013 in New York City. Each trip records locations of the origin

and the destination, departure time, along with the trip summary

information including trip duration and distance. We follow the

settings in [32] and use the data in November for training, and the

data in December for testing. For the road network, we use the map

of New York City provided by OpenStreetMap [11].

Table 1 shows the statistics of these datasets and the corre-

sponding underlying road networks. Figure 4 plots the heatmap of

pickup/drop-off locations and the travel time distributions of these

two datasets.

5.2 Experimental Settings
Methods for evaluation. We compare the proposed model (MU-

RAT) with the following methods for OD travel time estimation.

• Linear regression (LR):, which models the travel time as a

linear function of the Euclidean distance and L1 distance.

This simple method serves as a baseline for comparison.
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• Gradient boosted machine (GBM) [17]: gradient boosting

decision tree based regression implemented using Light-

GBM [17], The input features include time in day, day in the

week, Euclidean distance, start location, end location, etc.

We use maximum 500 trees with the learning rate equals to

0.1. Early stopping based on the validation dataset is used.

• Spatial temporal deep neural network (ST-NN) [16]: a deep

neural network based approachwhich first predicts the travel

distance given an origin and a destination and then com-

bines this prediction with the time information to estimate

the travel time. We implement this algorithm following the

parameter settings suggested in [16]. For the experiment on

the BJS-Trip dataset, we further tune its hyperparameters

and add additional features to achieve the best performance.

• TEMP+R [32], a nearest neighbor based approach which

estimates the trip duration by averaging the scaled travel

times of all historical trips with similar origin and destination.

The travel times of neighborhoods are scaled based on the

region-based temporal speed reference.

• MURAT-NR, the variant of the proposed approach which

has the same input, output and similar amount of learnable

parameters to MURAT, but without explicit representation

learning, i.e., we directly feed the raw features as input to

the model.

All the deep neural network based approaches, including ST-NN,

MURAT-NR and MURAT, are implemented using PyTorch [25].

The default experimental settings for MURAT are as follow. For

the link embedding, the dimension is 40, and DeepWalk [26] is

used for unsupervised pre-training. For the spatial graph, each

grid is connected to 4 adjacent grids with equal weights, and the

dimensions for both the “latitude” and the “longitude” are 20. For

the temporal graph, each vertex corresponds to a 5-minute interval.

We connect each vertex to their four neighbors with weights equal

to 1. The temporal information includes “time in day” and “day in

week” both of which have 20 dimensions. The deep residual network

contains 5 residual network blocks [12], with 11 layers in total and

each hidden layer contains 1024 units. The objective is MAE for

NYC-Trip and MAPE for BJS-Pickup, optimized using Adam [18]

with mini-batch size equals to 1024. The initial learning rate is 10
−2
,

and reduces to
1

5
every 2 epochs. Early stopping on the validation

dataset is used. In the multi-task learning, weighted linear function

is used to aggregated loss function from different tasks and the

best hyperparameters are chosen using the Tree-structured Parzen

Estimator (TPE) [7] on the validation dataset.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate the performance of proposed

method based on three popular metrics. Supposex = x (1), · · · , x (N )

represents the ground truth, x̂ = x̂ (1), · · · , x̂ (N ) represents the
predicted values, and N denotes the number of samples, these

metrics are defined as follow:

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE),

MAPE(x , x̂) =
1

N

N∑
i

�����x (i) − x̂ (i)x (i)

�����

Table 2: Performance comparison of evaluated approaches.

Dataset Metric LR GBM ST-NN TEMP+R
1

MURAT-NR MURAT

NYC-Taxi

MAPE 42.43% 24.80% 24.25% - 23.29% 22.32%
MAE 213.88 178.30 149.40 145.15 145.96 139.44
MARE 32.40% 27.02% 22.63% 22.10% 22.11% 20.96%

BJS-Pickup

MAPE 46.53% 35.82% 33.52% - 30.37% 26.81%
MAE 96.97 86.20 83.57 - 85.83 75.60
MARE 37.72% 33.53% 32.51% - 33.38% 29.39%

Mean Absolute Error (MAE),

MAE(x , x̂) =
1

N

N∑
i

���x (i) − x̂ (i)���
and Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE).

MARE(x , x̂) =

∑N
i

���x (i) − x̂ (i)���∑N
i |x

(i) |

5.3 Performance Comparison
Table 2 shows the comparison of evaluated approaches for travel

time estimation on both datasets. We have the following observa-

tions:

• MURAT achieves the best performance regarding all the

metrics in both datasets outperforming the state-of-the-art

approaches by 4% − 10% in terms of MAE. This suggests the

effectiveness of proposed multi-task representation learning

model.

• The performance of MURAT-NR is much worse than MU-

RAT even with the same input/output and roughly the same

amount of parameters. This demonstrates the importance of

the explicit representation learning.

• The benefit of representation learning is more significant

on the BJS-Pickup dataset than that on the NYC-Trip dataset.

This may due to the relatively better map quality used for

BJS-Trip (which results in better coverage and better link

matching accuracy).

Performance w.r.t. Travel Time. Figures 5a and 5b show the rela-

tionship between the travel time and different metrics for evaluated

approaches. As expected, the trips with large duration have higher

MAPE and MAE. An interesting observation is that with the in-

crease of travel time, MAPE first decreases dramatically and then

gradually increases. This is because there is certain amount of ran-

domness in a trip, and MAPE will be dominated by this randomness

when the travel time, i.e., the denominator, is small.

Performance w.r.t. Travel distance. The relationship between the

travel distance and different metrics are shown in Figures 5c and 5d.

It is interesting to see that MAPE first decreases and then increases

as the travel distance grows. This reflects the joint effects of the

increasing denominator and the numerator, i.e., a larger travel

distance usually means more uncertainties as well as a longer travel

time.

1
The numbers are copied from [32]. If near real-time trip data, i.e., trips’ data from

one hour ago, are available, its MAE and MARE will decrease to 142.73 and 21.73%

respectively.
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(a) Travel time vs. MAPE (b) Travel time vs. MAE

(c) Travel distance vs. MAPE (d) Travel distance vs. MAE.

Figure 5: Performance w.r.t. different trip features on the
BJS-Pickup dataset.

Table 3: Performance comparison of approaches with differ-
ent link representations on the BJS-Small dataset.

Metric Raw RandEmb UnsupEmb SupEmb SupEmb+Pre

MAPE 29.05% 28.76% 28.31% 28.12% 27.85%

MAE 95.47 94.22 92.95 91.18 90.80

MARE 31.04% 30.63% 30.22% 29.64% 29.53%

5.4 Effect of Link Embedding
To investigate the effect of link embedding, we conduct experiments

with the following variants of the proposed model on the BJS-Small
dataset.

• Raw: model without link embedding;

• RandEmb: which embeds each link as a vector of random

Gaussian noise.

• UnsupEmb: which uses unsupervised graph embedding, i.e.,

DeepWalk [26], to generate the link representation.

• SupEmb: supervised embedding where the embedding of

each link is first initialized as a vector of random Gaussian

noise;

• SupEmb+Pre: Supervised embedding with unsupervised pre-

training using DeepWalk.

All these models have identical inputs/outputs and are adjusted to

have roughly the same number of parameters by increasing/decreasing

the number of hidden units. Thus, the main difference lies in the

way of representing the link information.

Table 3 shows the effect of link embedding. We observe that (1)

Raw, which using raw link id instead of embedding, has signifi-

cantly worse performance, (2) unsupervised embedding generated

by DeepWalk, which captures the graph structure, results in signif-

icantly better results than RandEmb, (3) task specific supervised

Table 4: Performance comparison of approaches with dif-
ferent spatiotemporal representations on the BJS-Small
dataset.

Metric RawST SEmb TEmb STEmb

MAPE 28.15% 28.05% 27.99% 27.84%

MAE 92.76 92.44 91.79 90.80

MARE 30.16% 30.05% 29.84% 29.53%

Table 5: Effect of multi-task learning. Multi-task based ap-
proaches, i.e., ETA+Distance and All, achieve clearly better
performance than single-task based approach.

Metric ETA ETA+Distance All

MAPE 28.43% 28.09% 27.84%

MAE 92.71 92.18 90.80

MARE 30.14% 29.97% 29.53%

embedding outperforms unsupervised embedding, and (4) by utiliz-

ing both the graph structure information and the supervised signal,

SupEmb+Pre achieves the best result.

5.5 Effect of Spatiotemporal Embedding
To investigate the effect of spatiotemporal embedding, we conduct

experiments with the following variants of the proposed model on

the BJS-Small dataset:

• RawST: neither the spatial nor the temporal embedding is

used.

• SEmb: only the spatial embedding is used.

• TEmb: only the temporal embedding is used.

• STEmb: both the spatial and the temporal embeddings are

used.

All these models have identical inputs/outputs, and are adjusted to

have rougly the same number of parameters by increasing/decreasing

the number of hidden units. Table 4 shows the effect of spatial and

temporal embedding. We observe that: (1) using raw spatiotem-

poral information results in clearly worse performance, and (2)

temporal embedding has a higher impact on the performance than

spatial embedding. The latter observation maybe due to the fact

that part of the spatial information has already been captured by

link embedding.

5.6 Effect of Multi-task Learning
To investigate the effect of multi-task learning, we conduct exper-

iments with the following variants of the proposed model on the

BJS-Small dataset. Tasks include predicting the travel time, the

travel distance, the number of links in the trip, the number of traffic

lights and the number of turns.

• ETA: only the travel time is used as the supervised signal.

• ETA+Distance: the weighted combination of travel time and

travel distance is used as the objective.

• All: all the supervised signals are used.
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(a) Ratio vs. MAPE (b) Ratio vs. Overfitting MAPE

Figure 6: Effect of the ratio of the main task. Incorporating
auxiliary tasks help reduce overfitting.

Table 5 shows the performance of different variants. We observe

that: (1) the multi-task learning framework offers clearly better

performance and (2) adding more relevant auxiliary tasks results

further improves the performance.

To study the effects of multi-task learning in terms of the error

and overfitting of the main task, we train 200 models on the BJS-
Small dataset with different weights of tasks. Figure 6 shows the

effect of task weights. The x-axis denotes the ratio of the main task,

where 1 means only using the main task and 0 means not using

the main task at all. With the increase of the ratio, the error shows

a U-style curve. This phenomenon of increased performance by

introducing auxiliary tasks can be explained from the perspective

of “shared factors across tasks” as discussed in Section 2.2. We

hypothesize that these related tasks can be explained using a shared

set of factors, and the multi-task learning framework exploits this

commonalities among different learning tasks. Besides, as shown

in Figure 6b, multi-task learning also has the effect of avoiding

overfitting the main task.

5.7 Effect of Model architecture
To study the effects of different hyperparameters of the proposed

model, we further train 200 models on the BJS-Small dataset with
different combinations of hyperparameters including the number

of residual blocks, the number of units in each hidden layer, the

dimension of the location embedding, the dimension of the temporal

embedding, the dimension of the link embedding and the weight

of the graph Laplacian regularizer for link embedding.

Figure 7a shows the effect of the number of layers of the residual

network. Generally, as the number of layers grows, the error first

decreases, and then slightly increases. Note that, except for when

the number of residual blocks is 2, there is no significant difference

among the performances of different variants. This probably is due

to the effect of identity mapping and batch normalization which

gives the model’s the ability to “skip” layers. Figure 7b shows the

effect of the number of units in the residual network. We observe a

clear trend of decreasing error as the number of units grows.

Figure 7c shows the effect of the dimension of spatial embedding.

We observe a sharp error decrease when increasing the number of

dimension from 1 to 5. After that, the performance become less sen-

sitive to the dimension changes. This is because of the small spatial

cardinality, i.e., the number of grids in each column/row. Figure7d

shows the impact of the dimensions of temporal embedding. No

clear trend is observed and the performance tends to be good as

(a) Number of residual blocks. (b) Number of hidden units.

(c) Spatial embedding. (d) Temporal embedding.

(e) Link embedding.
(f) Laplacian weight decay on
link embedding.

Figure 7: Effects of model parameters.

long as the dimension is not too small, i.e., greater than 1. This is

because the cardinality of the temporal input, e.g., time in the day,

day in the week, is also relatively small.

Figure 7e shows the effects of link dimension. Similar to the

spatial embedding, with the increase in dimensions, the error first

decreases and then becomes stable. Graph Laplacian regularization

enforces the prior of local smoothness in the link embedding. As

shown in Figure 7f, a proper weight decay, e.g., 10
−7
, results in

clearly improved performance.

5.8 Model Interpretation
To further understand the learned representation of the proposed

model, we conduct a series of visualizations. Figure 8a shows the

projection of the learned temporal embedding on the two largest

principle components. Remarkably, the model automatically learns

a feature representation that has a circular shape, from 00:00 to 24:00

with smooth transitions between adjacent time intervals. Besides,

points tend to distribute more densely during the peak-hours, e.g.,

7am-9am, 6pm-9pm, than non-peak hours.

Figure 8b shows the projection of the learned representation of

day in the week. We observe that: (1) the representations of day in

the week also forms a circle, from Monday to Sunday, (2) weekends

are clearly separated from weekdays, and (3) Tuesday, Wednesday,
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(a) Time in the day. (b) Day in the week.

Figure 8: Visualization of learned temporal representations.
(a) The learned representation for time in day has a circular
shape, from 00:00 to 24:00 with smooth transitions between
adjacent time intervals. (b) Weekends are clearly separated
from weekdays, where Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday are
quite close to each other, while Monday and Friday with dif-
ferent traffic patterns are relatively far away.

Figure 9: Learned travel time and distance patterns. In peak-
hours, both the predicted travel time and travel distance in-
creases as during peak-hours, drivers aremore likely to take
detours to avoid traffic congestions.

Thursday are quite close to each other, while Monday and Friday

with different traffic patterns are relatively far away.

To study the spatiotemporal knowledge learned by the model, we

randomly pick 10,000 origin-destination pairs from the validation

dataset, and vary the departure time from 0:00 to 23:59. Then we

calculate the averaged travel time and travel distances of these trips.

Figure 9 shows the learned patterns about travel time and travel

distance. The model generates time-varying travel times, where

the travel time is larger in peak-hours and smaller in non-peak

hours. One interesting observation is that the travel distances also

change in different time, e.g., the two clear increases happen around

8am and 5pm. This reason is that during peak-hours, drivers are

more likely to take detours to avoid traffic congestions. The results

suggest that the proposed model learns a shared representation for

different tasks.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel representation learning solution,

namely MURAT, to the origin-destination travel time estimation

problem. Specifically, the model learned a representation that ef-

fectively captures underlying road network structures as well as

spatiotemporal prior knowledge. We further introduced a multi-

task learning framework to utilize path information in the origin-

destination travel time estimation problem setting. When evaluated

on two large-scale real-world trip datasets, our approach achieved

clearly better performance than the state-of-the-art baselines.

The proposed framework is flexible to incorporate additional

features. For future work, we will integrate real-time the traffic

information [22] into the proposed representation learning model

for origin-destination travel time estimation. In addition, it has been

shown that DeepWalk is connected with normalized Laplacian

[28], which provides possible directions to examine theoretical

justifications for MURAT.
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